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chased and seized Rolfe until he could feel his cranium,
when behold there was a perceptible hole to be found in
the skull! He was accordingly dismissed as a blackguard,
and for once Rolfe was utterly baffled by powers more
sinister than his own! Sinister seems to have been de-
served as Rolfe's epithet. He brought amazement, fear
and repulsion to men. To none happiness. Women he
hated, but not as the Saints have abhorred them. To ani-
mals, especially the reptiliar, he could be cruel. He could
pierce a live toad with a red-hot poker. But on that score
enough!
As a writer Rolfe first swam into notoriety by the
stories, which originally appeared in the famous Yellow
Book. These were reprinted in book form as Number
Six in the Bodley Booklets; and by James Douglas were
described as "the most amazing, fantastical, whimsical,
bizarre, erratic, and hare-brained of books." To these six
Rolfe added twenty-six similar tales, and let them be
published under the title of "In His Own Image," with
the dedication DIVO AMICO DESIDERATISSIMO
D. D. D, FRIDERICUS, and the Colophon "From Lon-
don, in my study, on the eve of Saint George the Martyr,
Protector of the Kingdom, MDCCCC." This book was
marked by the appearance of the Corvo arms, unsancti-
fied by the College of Heralds, videlicet, a Raven for Corvo
sable on argent, a lapel of three and a cross potent on a
field—argent and sable counter-charged, surmounted by a
Hat Priestly sable for crest and surrounded for motto by
the Greek-EITAIIIANTAKAAQS (All will be well).
The stories in "In His Own Image" were variously
received. To the oldfashioned orthodox they appeared
pungently irreverent, but certain converts to Catholicism
distributed them under the title of "the fifth Gospel" as
the complete reaction from British Pharisaism and Hy-
pocrisy. James Douglas wrote of them as "charged with
Corvonian idiosyncrasy, a jumble jargon composed of

